UoR & RUSU Partnership Commitment

Partnership:

‘Is based on values of trust and respect’
UoR and RUSU are separate organisations with a shared goal and responsibility to improve the student teaching & learning experience. Through continuous dialogue, we collaborate, challenge and support each other to move forward with our vision to meet the needs of our students.

‘Is empowering and inclusive’
UoR and RUSU work together to ensure the diverse student voice is represented across the university and we create a range of opportunities for all students to influence and shape their teaching, learning and university experience.

‘Enables the collaborative development of meaningful change’
UoR and RUSU are currently working together to engage staff and students in the enhancement of current practices around student voice, representation, engagement and partnership. Our commitment to embedding the Principles of Partnership in our work will provide the foundations for meaningful and sustainable improvements for our students.

‘Creates a sense of belonging to an academic community’
UoR and RUSU work collaboratively on a wide range of initiatives, including Teaching & Learning projects and priorities, university quality processes, student and staff events, and awards & recognition schemes. Joint initiatives such as these ultimately help us to build and maintain a thriving and dynamic academic community.
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